
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
WHAT YOU SHARE



Creative Insight

BREAKING BUBBLES?

Every one of us has an audience and live in a bubble. You might not be 
able to break the bubble but 

you should take responsibility of what 
you share in your bubble.
(even if you trust your friends do you trust the people who create 
the content that your friends share?)

Helsingin Sanomat wants to have an impact and it truly has. However, it 
should take a position as a leader in spreading truthful information.



We can not break the 
bubbles and stop people 
creating shareable content.

We can make people think if 
the source of information is 
reliable.

400,000 € Sanoma media with 
-50 % gross prices

100,000 € external media

Informative landing page + articles 
about the subject

Thought-provoking display ads, 
social media ads and influencer 
collabs

Prove that HS is transparent 
and trustworthy

30% of the target group states 
the campaign made them think 
more about the motives behind 
online content (about 600,000 
people)

20% of the target group states 
the campaign made them more 
critical of the source (about 
400,000 people)
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Campaign site

HS 
articles

Sanoma 
influencers

Targeted Social media advertising
Facebook

Targeted display advertising
Sanoma

YouTube
Influencers

Targeted Social media advertising
YouTube

ADVERTISING 
PROVOKES INTEREST

Super targeted advertising 
covering the whole target 
group.

INFLUENCERS PROVOKE DISCUSSION ABOUT MEDIA LITERACY

● Blog posts about bloggers’ own experiences on the subject
● Tricking audience in YouTube to prove a point

ARTICLES GIVE INFORMATION

HS writes about the subject during campaign. 
The articles will be shared on the campaign 
site.

CAMPAIGN PAGE 
PROVES HS IS 
TRANSPARENT

All traffic is finally led here. 
Neutral information that 
proves that HS is 
transparent and interested in 
leading the way.



CAMPAIGN SITE
Insight on How Helsingin Sanomat Journalists Works

Mini documentary: The writing and research process behind an article

Articles about media literature

“What does HS not write about? Tell us!”



GEO AND THEME TARGETED ADS
Display Ads All Over The Internet. 

Geo and theme targeted display ads for 
different kinds of audiences. The headlines are 
fake and sources are not reliable. 

Link to the campaign site





YOUTUBER COLLAB
Making People Wake Up

“I ate stones and lost 5 kg! Interviewing a food 
specialist”

“Be critical! I fooled you with a stone diet”



The campaign makes 18–44 yo social media using consumers think and 

discuss two things:

1. HS is a trustworthy media

2. Do not believe everything: even your friend 

can share something that is not true

THE RESULTS


